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Using the semi-empirical relations established by Tietz phase shift 
differeucos for the radial Schrodingor wave equation have boon 
evaluated for three different trigonometrical potential energy func­
tions viz., the Rosen-Morse, Poschl-Toller and Clinton-Frattali 
potentials. It has been obsc^rved that the two together, with the 
knowledge of a particular phase shift enable one to determine the 
value of any other phase shift whatsoever.
1, I ntroduction
The most direct information about the interaction of particles in a diatomic 
molecuhi is obtainc^d from the study of molecular scattering. To describe such 
a scattering one generally requires to solve the Schrodingor equation
In spherical co-ordinates the Laplacian operator is
1 d
dr
( 1)
. . .  (2)
where
ain(9 5^ 5(9 ) + sinM 5?^ * ] ’
L  is the orbital angular momentum operator. The wavefunction \jr =  \jr(r, 6, <j>) 
may be written as
f  =  r-^u^(r)Yim(0, 0), ... W
u^ (r) is the radial part of the wavefunction -ijr, and Yim(0, <f>) the spherical 
harmonics with properties
L^Yim(0. 0) == lil+mYimiO, </>)
LzYifn,(0,<j>) =  m%Yim{0i <t>)‘
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... (5) 
... (6)
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In oqs. (5) and (6) I and m are respectively the orbital angular momentum quantum 
number and the magnetic quantum number.
I f ijir of eq. (4) is now substituted in eq. (1) we get- after some manipulation 
the radial part of the wave equation as
(7)
In oq. (7) F  =  U(r) =  ‘2,MY(r)IK\ M  in the rodncwl mass of tho
interacting particles and V{r) tlioir potential energy. E is tho it»lativo kinetic 
energy.
The potential energy V(r) should W such that it vanishes sufficiently i-apidly 
with ineniasing r, and may ho neglected bejnnid some radius, say r — R.
The wavofunction uj{t) should also vanish at the origin. This houndary 
condition at tho origin follows from the requirement that the wavcifunctions 
ilr(r) and its gradient be finite everywhere.
Beyond the range of th<^  potential i.e., for r R the wavefunetiosi «;(»•) 
will be obtained from the solution of the equ.vtion
dr^ +
F- ig ± l)F ■
ju/ -  0. . . .  (8)
The difference in phase between the two waves ui(r) and vi(r) gives tho phase- 
shift VI oorresponding to tho potential V(r). Exaot analytical calculation oi 
Vi from the above equations is extremely difficult, particularly for potential 
having a more complicated form. Munn ci al (1964) accurately dotormmed tho 
value o f VI iov tho Lennard-Jones potential. But tho method involves tedious 
numerical calculations and gives no analyt.ical form for tho solution. Among 
others, a somiompirioal method duo to Tiet. (196») seems to be simple and suit­
able particularly for the complicated potentials. Rather than giving individual 
7ji it gives a difference like 7ji T/i+i or i]i^ i •
dr
... (9)
and
Vi-i—Vi+i
_  { l + l l 2 ) n  ¥  d m  J ^ t+ ,/ ,(k r )d r
drF
(10)
I. i, i.ter«ting to not. th.t .ko„ (9) ^
»ipKB the differeac bstwoen ‘ t*  pl^to-sluH. Partly
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radial rate of change of the potential and partly as the product o f two Bessel 
functions. In the present paper our aim is to use these relations to determine 
phase shift differences for various potential functions.
In the study the potential V(r) which represents the interaction between 
the scattered particle and the scatterer, should decrease in magnitude as the 
distance from the scattering centre becomes large. Such an accurate potential 
is provided by the all electron non-empirical quantum mechanical calculations 
(Schaefer 1972) or by the Rydberg-Klein-Rees (R^^dberg 1931, 1933; Klein 1932; 
Rees 1947) mc^thod. Though these methods are unbiased, systematic and 
accxirato. give only numerical values o f the potential at a series o f points. How­
ever, for all practical purposes one needs a suitable analytical expression for 
the same. With this view, a large number of semi-empirical potentials (Morse 
1929; Rosen & Morse 1932; Poschl & Teller 1933; Lippincott 1955, 1953; Varshni 
1957) have been proposed from time to time. Varshni (1957) and Steele et al 
(1962), in their pioneering reviews, have given critical discussions of a largo 
number o f semi-empirical potentials for systems where chemical interactions 
are operative. Among these, the potentials o f Rosen & Morse (1932), Poschl 
& Teller (1933) and of Clinton & Frattali (1960, 1963) are found to be fairly well. 
Our aim in this investigaiion is to employ these three trigonometrical potentials 
to the evaluation of phase shift differences (using relations (9) and (10)).
2. D erivatio n  of E xpression s  for P hase Sh ifts  
A. Bosen-Morse Fotential
Roson and Morse, in connection with the study of vibrations in polyatomic 
molecules, have proposed the potential
where
V(r) ~  A tanh (r /d )~ £  sech2(r/rf)
tanh (rejd) == —Aj2B
De =  (A+2Bfj4.B
ke =  (4R2^A2)/8rf2£3 
and (kej2De) =  [1+tanh (rc/d)]*/^^.
(11a)
... (11b)
— is the minimum value o f the potential energy, Vg is the value o f r at which 
V{r) =  —De and ke is the vibrational force constant around r =  Steele et al 
(1962) have shown that this three-parameter potential predicts (Frxr— F(^))/-De 
within 3*71%, ag within 22*33% and wgpcg within 21*24% for the nineteen differ­
ent states o f eight molecules studied. Thus, this potential, in spite o f having 
slightly more complicated form, appears to give better prediction o f the spectro­
scopic constants and better reproduction of BKR curves than the more widely 
used Morse potential function.
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To determine the above phase-shift differences let us first evaluate the follow­
ing general integrals :
;  rX sechV/d)J„ (kr)J,(kr)dr =  v. A) f  
® n=o ' (w+l)'‘+»+*
p/ /t-f-y+A+2 /t+v+A-fl /t-fv+2 «4-v+l , , , ,
\ 2 ’ ' 2 ’ ~ 2 ’ 2 ~
'• + - + ‘ ’ r (  ) ‘ ) -  02)
where
S(fi, V,  A)
^r(/«4->'+i) r ( /t+ l)  r (v -fi)
f  soch* (r/d) tanh (r/d) J {^kr)J {^kr)dr 
0
-  3S (^ v , A) £ ( - ! ) •
j5i / / / + v+ A + 2 //.+V+A+1 //+ V + 2  /A+P'+l ,
I 9! * h ~ ‘ 9! * 9 ~ ^
(13)
/ . + l , y + l , / 6 + . +  l ; -~  ( —  ) ) ... (14)
For the evaluation of these integrals we have used the series expansion of 
(Gradshtyn & Ryzhik 1965) sech^ r^ and sech a^; tanhx.
Now substituting dU{r)ldr in eq. (9) and evaluating the resulting expression 
with the help o f above integrals (eqs. (13) and (14) with fi =  i+1/2 , v =  ^+3/2 
and A == 1) we got
Vi Vi+i-lo « r(2«+3) «-o (n-fl)«+* \ « + l  /
x F ( l+ 2 , l+ 2 ;2 l + 3 ; - (^ ~ ^ y ) .  ... (16)
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A similar substitution in oq. (10) but now with /i =  v — and A =  0 gives
t/i^i >}i+i -  (-i+ l)fc d p (2«+2) „>o (n+1)*' U + 1   ^ /
kdX F ( (16)
It is observed that tlie sum of //o— /^i calculated from oq. (16)
is exactly the same as —7/2 calculated from eq. (16). Thus provided is known 
wo can calculate straight-forward 7/2, 7/3 etc. from the equations mentioned 
above.
B. Clinton-Frattali Potential
Using an exact adiabatic? (iiiantimi mechanical method, Clinton and co-workers 
(1960,1963) have solved in an indirect way, a secoiul-order differential virial 
equation
d^Vp(f) ^dV p{r) d >  (,
df^  dr dr
(17)
where U/>(r) is the potential energy of the j7-th electronic state of a diatomic 
molecule with internuclear distance r, and < p \ P \ p >  is the expectation value 
of its corresponding electronic kinetic energy operator T. The solution lesults 
in an oscillatory i)oteT»tial function given by
F(r) =  (AJr^ )c,oH (w In r)-{-(A2lr^ym (w In r) (18)
where
cr^  -  re k^ejDe
1 f rAdW{r)jdr^) ] 
Z V  [d^V(r)ldr )^ J, + 1
(19)
r^=sr.
and
y 3I2F
W — ±((T2—7?2)i
=  Der^e\(vlw)S^C]
A 2 '= —Der e^ \[vjw)C-yS] 
C =  cos {w In Ve)
S =  sin (w In r,).
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Tills is a lour parajuoter oscillatory potential and has I’easonahle cjuantum 
niecjiatiical basis. It is inferior only to the livo paiamoier Hulburt-Hiisohfeldor 
(Hulburt & Hirschfelder 1941) potential. Its average performance lias been 
shown to be much better than most of the well-known threi*^  paranictiT potentials 
viz., those o f Morse (1929), Rydberg (1931, 1933), Varshni (1957), Lippinoott 
(1953, 1955), Frost & Musulin (1954) etc.
In order to di^termine tlui phase shift diffen nces we i‘vahiat(  ^ th(^  following 
integrals ;
/  cos(ie In | ^ # / 2 ) * - < i '«)/(2A') ... (20)
0
and
J (w In r)Jfi{kr)J^ (lcr)r~^ '^ ^^ '^ dr —/|f;,(/:/2)^ “"’'^  f.,(A72)’’+"'' * ^ J/(2A") ... (21)
0
wiioro
_________ ^(r-?/^^|-0 r((t>+/^-«’4irH -/-!-l)/2) _  _______
. . .  (22)
r (i;+?/??+0 r'i ( —/+1 )/2)__________
r ((—v+/i-f-V“l u'i-\-i +  i)l2) V((v+/t+v+wi-{-t+i)l2) r((]/—//•+?^+?/’i+ id  l)/2)
... (23)
where for the first tc^ rms of <‘,qs. (20) and (21)
Re(v+// +  1) >  Re(r~?/’H-/) >  fi,
and for the second term
Re(^^ // f  1) >  R e (r+ W 4 0  > 0 ,  k >  0.
Then substituting the value of dU(7')jdr in eq. (9) and (evaluating tlu^  result- 
ing integrals wtli tho l',elp o f above equations (oqs. (20) and (21) witli v -  /+1/2, 
=  i+ 3 /2  and / -  0) we get
V t - l i + i  = ^ J r \ M A 3 + i A j ) - v ( A ^ - i A i ) ]
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X
V(v— wi) r ')
p  ^ v—wi j  p I 21-^v—wi+Z  j  p w + 2  j
+7r[w(^2—i^ i)—
r(v+ w ) r  2^Z—« —«)i+3\ “ 2 /
p   ^ ® + w  j  p   ^21+v+wi+Z  J p   ^v + ^ H -2 j
... (24)
A similar substitution in eq. (10) but now with v =  // — 1+112 and t — 1 gives 
Vi-i-Vl+i -  ( i+ l /2 M “ ’( .l i+ * ^ i)-» (.« i-* .4 s )]
p  ^v - w i-\-2  ^ p  ^2 l + v — w i+ ^  ^ p
X
t>V-\-Wi-2
^-(^+l/2)7r[M;(A2-^Al)-w(Al+iA^)]|^--.^JJ.
r ( , ,+ m + l )  r
p   ^ « + w '+ 2  j p   ^ 21+g+m 4-3 j  ^ p  y^M>T+2j .. (25)
It is found that the sum of Vi~Vi calculated from eq. (24) is exactly
the same as ^q— calculated from eq. (25). Thus eqs. (24) and (25) lead practi­
cally to the same approximate expression of the phase shifts.
3. PoscM-Teller Potential
The function due to Posohl & Teller (1933) has the form 
F(r) =  M cosech®(ar/2)—.y seoh®(o»’/2)
where
tanh‘ (ore/2) =  M/N 
<»* =  ^Dflkf
... (26)
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and
N =  Belli-tmhHarel2)f. ... (27)
Davies (1949) examined this function on hydrogtui halides and concluded 
from the values oi (dW{r)ldr\^^^ and {d^y{r)jdi' )^r r^s that it is slightly superior
to the Morse function. Later Steele et al (1962), from a detailed comparative 
study, have concluded that this potentials is almost equivalent to tlu' Morse, 
Roaen«Morse and Frost-Musulin potentials.
In order to determine phase shift dtfferencos in qes. (26) and (27) let us first 
evaluate only the following general expression :
j* cosecli2(ar/2) Qot\\{arj2)Jp(lcr)Jy(kr)dr. (28)
A Horios oxpanHion (Gradf<]it(»yTi & Ryzliik 196.5) auhntitutioji of (ioHocJi (rtr/2). 
ooth(ur/2) in eq. (28) reduces the latcn* to
2S(ii,v,X) ■
----- '2----- 2“ ' ’ '2
/z+1, v + l, /t+ v + 1 ; —(
2
2k
o (»+ l)
(29)
Now substituting the value of dU{r)ldr in eq. (9) and evaluating the result­
ing integrals with the help of above equations (eq. (14) with // -= I )-1 /2, v --- Z+3/2. 
A — 1 and a — 2jd, and eq. (29) with fi =  /-fl /2 . v =  1+3/2 and A -  1) wo get
22?+4pi+i {r(l+2)}*
Vl-Vi+i ~  ^2jts r(21+3)
/ / 2k \ ^  \2 [ ( - l ) « - ^ N + i l /F  IM-2,14-2;2Z+3; -  ( ) )
n^o (w+l)i '
... (30)
A similar substitution in eq. (10) but now with .  and A as ^  v ^  Z+l/2 
and A =  0 gives
(Z+l/2)2**+»P'-^ (r(Z+l)}*Vi-i-Vi+i -------------- a^Hi “  r(2Z+2)
,,.0 (w+1)**
/ 2k \*\
;Vi« ~ (  a («+ l) / /
(31)
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Tf in oq. (31) wo put Z =  1 and expand the hypergeometric function therein, 
it can bo seen that the resulting expression will be the same as obtained from the 
sum of eq. (30). Thus as earlier eqs. (30) and (31) lead
to the same approximate expression for phase shifts.
3. Conclusion
The phase shift and the scattering cross section at any energy might be 
found (for examples : Miiim et al 1964) by numerically solving the differential 
equation for (^ aoh value of / provided a suitable potential energy V(r) is known. 
But unfortunately such a solution would require tedious numerical calculations, 
and would not yet give any analytical form. Under this condition the approxi­
mate method as is used in the present investigation would be more appropriate.
The present method is particularly useful in the study of low energy scatter­
ing, where at most two or three valne>s of I are important. Tn case othe energy 
Ls so low that only tlie 5-state (Z ™ 0) is involved, all the phase shifts except ?/q 
are negligible. The mormulas for scattering amplitude and the total cross section 
then become (Powell & Crasemann 1961)
1
/(<?) =  - j  oxp(i%)sin I/O (61)
and
47T0-0 == p  ain* j/„ ... (62)
respectively.
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